Abstract. Cognition of air target maneuver behavior is an important basis for identifying air combat intentions. In order to enhance the airborne radar's perception of air combat situation, this study developed a framework for activity classification of observed typical maneuver behaviors of air targets. A target athletic behavior learning matrix was constructed to make regularized description of multiple types of behaviors under multiple classification goals; also, a group of network parameters was determined, which was suitable for motion behavior classification. Finally, experiments were used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Air combat is the most direct and effective means of taking air supremacy, and judging the air target's athletic behaviors is an important aspect of perceiving the air-war situational awareness between friend and foe, It is also a prerequisite for the control center and pilots to make correct decisions. The information, such as the enemy's notification, the battle situation, the formation of the air targets, and the tactical motion types of the air target, which gives the basis for judging the enemy's intention [1, 2] . Since the enemy's tactical maneuvers often affect the detection and tracking performance of our airborne radars, it is of great military significance to capture the intentions of the opposing targets timely and accurately, and to assist our tactical decision-making. Based on this, we focus on the learning and classification of maneuver behaviors.
At present, it is difficult to learn and classify air maneuvers, and there are few relevant research materials. The main reason is that the behavior of air targets is complex and changeable. The biggest difference from traditional classification is that the mobile behaviors consist of a sequence of motion states. The literature [3] studied the maneuver type recognition problem of the water surface targets. Limited by the platform, the targets' navigation speed is slow; and in order to achieve a specific combat situation, it tends to maintain a stable course for a long time [4] , so this research mainly focuses on the correspondence between target mobile type and its heading; however, due to the high speed and high maneuverability of aerial platform operations, the lack of other dimensional features will degrade the classification and recognition effects greatly. The literature [2] establishes the method of similarity calculation models of actions, but it needs to complete the test verification in further research. In [5] , the tracking data identification is transformed into image recognition, and the convolutional neural network is used to identify snake-like maneuvering images, but its maneuvering amplitude will affect the recognition effect; also, the two-dimensional image data is difficult to model the object in three-dimensional scenes completely.
For classification problems, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [6] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) have been proposed and applied one after another. However, ANN has problems such as being fall into local optimum easily, and its convergence rate is slow, etc. SVM is a two-category problem essentially, so it shows the disadvantage of low efficiency in multiple classification problems [6] . The deep model contains multiple artificial neural networks with hidden layers, its multi-layer nonlinear structure provides a powerful feature expression capability and the ability to model complex tasks. In 2006, Hinton et al. proposed Deep Belief Net (DBN) and the basic framework of the algorithm to overcome the problem of trapping into local optimization and overfitting in neural network training. Prof. Larochell proposed that RBM (Restricted Boltzmann Machines) [7] can be used as a nonlinear classifier to solve the classification problem. Therefore, the DBN constructed by multi-layer RBM can extract useful relevant prediction information from the target behavior data layer by layer to achieve feature extraction [8] , which has higher classification and recognition accuracy, also has better generalization ability of the model than traditional shallow classifiers.
After analysis from the measured data of air vehicles, the target maneuver behavior is often accompanied by changes in the attitude angle, fluctuations in the amplitude of the echo, deviations in the target angle measurement, etc. Different maneuvering types are reflected in the output information from the tracking filters in radar system. Also, the air targets are not only diverse in variety, but also presents multiple types of behaviors, so the learning and classification of athletic behaviors will be confronted with a large amount of computation and a high degree of complexity of the model. Therefore, by using DBN to learn the high-dimensional, large-scale target-tracking filtered data, the internal characteristics of data can be extracted to classify airborne athletic behaviors.
DBN Network Modeling
DBN is composed of a series of superimposed RBM and a layer of BP(back-propagation) neural network. DBN overcomes the disadvantages of the BP network, which is easy to fall into the local optimum solution due to the random initialization of the weight parameter, and has a long time of training.
The DBN model training process is mainly divided into two steps. The first step is unsupervised and greedy layer-by-layer pre-training, by training each level of the RBM network separately, the feature vectors are mapped to different feature spaces while retaining as much feature information as possible; the second step is supervised fine-tuning, the BP algorithm propagates the error between the network output and the true value from top to bottom of the network to tune the DBN network.
In radar data processing, in order to make full use of the information of labeled data, the output characteristics of deep belief network can be directly mapped to the tag layer, and a recognition model based on deep learning network is constructed. The classification error of each sample is calculated according to the constructed error function, and the training of the entire recognition network is completed by using the back-propagation algorithm to perform top-down layer-by-layer fine-tuning.
Learning and Classification of Maneuver Behaviors Based on DBN
The learning and classification of the target maneuver behaviors based on DBN method are presented here. Firstly, it obtains the target maneuver behavior data through tracking after filtered in radar system, and utilizes the pre-processed data as the training and test data set of the DBN network; then input data through the bottom of RBM model, useful prediction information is gradually extracted after each RBM layer, that is, features are gradually extracted for learning; finally, classifiers are used to implement behaviors classification of test data set.
Description of Maneuver Behavior Data
Because the maneuver behavior cognition is a multi-category task, the target behaviors adopt one-hot encoding before learning first, as shown in Table1. Second, we obtain the target tracking filtered data to construct the target athletic behavior learning matrix, which realizes a regularized description of the target movement. Each typical target behavior can be characterized by a multidimensional vector containing the target motion parameters. Specifically, each typical target behavior can be described by a two-dimensional matrix. The matrix contains the 11-dimensional information such as the target speed, acceleration, altitude, pitch angle changing rate, heading angle changing rate, target position obtained after tracking filter(3 dimentions of x,y,z), local aircraft position(3 dimentions of x,y,z). The known target behavior type information will be used as the label. In this paper, the classification of six typical types of maneuver behaviors is considered, as shown in Figure 2 . 
DBN Classification Algorithm
The DBN-based classification algorithm is as follows:
(1) we refer to the obtained target maneuver behavior matrix as R, and the matrix is pre-processed: a normalization operation is performed for each dimension of R to obtain the data set: dataA, and the corresponding behavior label: labelA ;
(2) The pre-processed dataA is divided into training data (TrainA) and test data (TestA), which is randomly selected according to the ratio of 4:1, with the corresponding training label (TrainLabelA) and test data label( TestLabelA) also obtained simultaneously.
(3) Establish a classification model based on DBN.
Step1: initialize the Gibbs method execution times gn, initialize the random gradient descent rate ; Step2: Input the dimension data matrix:TrainA, where and are input samples and corresponding feature numbers respectively;
Step3: Initialize the number of RBMs as n=3, initialize the number of RBM hidden layer units; Step4:Initialize the DBN network weight array randomly; Step5: Call DBN training algorithm DBN_Train(n,v,gn); Step6: Output the cluster and assign the category label TrainLabelA to each cluster; Step7: Evaluate the classification effect of the classification model until it meets the classification requirements.
Step8: Use the trained DBN to run the sample in the test dataset TestA, and define the sample category according to the scope of the cluster output by the DBN layer;
In this section, by establishing a learning and classification model of maneuver behavior, we can use it to classify six types of airborne athletic behaviors.
Simulation Results and Analysis
The definition of the probability of correctly classifying maneuver behavior is different from the traditional method. In this article, we refer to a sample of each behavior as a group. A group of data consists of a two-dimensional matrix. The classification accuracy rate of each behavior is defined as:
= the number of sequences of correct classification P the total number of sequences in each group .
(1)
The experiment simulates six typical maneuver data such as large overloaded battle turns, steady hovering, twisting turn, emergency return, spatial horizontal 8, and straight-line flight. The experimental data set and training data/test data/dimension of each set of data corresponding to each behavior are listed here. Table2 shows the different classification results of the algorithm proposed here and the SVM method. For the method proposed in this paper, four groups of experiments are performed: The 11-dimensional(all dimension of the matrix) /9-dimensional(local aircraft position not included) /6-dimensional data(target position, local aircraft position not included) is took out from the data respectively. The results show that using all dimensions of data has a good classification effect. As to the SVM method, all 11-Dim sequences of behaviour data are superimposed into a vector, and then classified by the all dimensional data, however, the SVM method costs a lot of time to calculate, but the results are not significant .
In Table 2 , P(i,j) indicates the probability that the input category i is judged as category j. If P(3,1)=8%, it means that there is a 8% chance of the "twisting turn" category being classified as a "Large overloaded battle turns".
From Table 2 in the second column, it can be seen that the average classification results on the test set: "Large overloaded battle turns", "Emergency Return", and "Spatial horizontal 8" are all effective in classifying the results, but the average classification accuracy rate for "steady hovering", "twisting turn" and "straight-line flight"is more than 70%. If the decision threshold is defined as 70%, that is, the j-th behavior is the final classification result, all six maneuver behaviors can be correctly classified; if the decision threshold is defined larger than75%, then "steady hovering" will lead to misjudgment, which still needs further study to improve the performance of classifition, such as a better optimal value of the input, etc . Table 2 . The average classification results of behaviors.
Target behavior 11-Dim of Input 9-Dim of Input 6-Dimof Input SVM S1 P(1,1)=99% P(1,3)= 99% P(1,3)= 99% P<5% S2 P(2,2)= 72% P(2,6)= 28% P(2,2)= 70% P(2,6)= 30% P(2,5)= 18% P(2,6)= 82% P<5% S3 P(3,3)= 92% P(3,1)= 8% P(3,3)= 99% P(3,3)= 99% P<5% S4 P(4,4)=99% P(4,4)= 99% P(4,4)=99% P<5% S5 P(5,5)= 99% P(5,5)=99% P(5,5)= 99% P<5% S6 P(6,6)=81% P(6,5)=19% P(6,5)=67% P(6,6)=33% P(6,6)=99% P<5%
Conclusion
In this paper, the parameters after the tracking filter are used to construct the athletic behavior matrix and the corresponding motion behavior markers. By constructing a deep belief network, the feature of typical maneuvering behaviors are studied, and behaviors are classified finally. This provides a new technical approach for the situational awareness and intention identification of friend and foe in air combat through the study of the target maneuver behavior, which is of great military significance. In the follow-up study, we can consider the multi-dimensional expansion of the target movement behavior matrix, and make full use of the prior information such as target attributes and environment to improve the classification effect of the target movement behavior.
